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Politics
Understanding politics needs to start at the very essence of what makes humans human and what
makes humans different from the rest of the animal kingdom.

There is a core essence that needs to be understood. Polarization between the base Conservative
mind-set and base Liberal mind-set stems from that core essence, that difference between acting
as an animal does or acting as a higher functioning human does. Let me explain Please. Let’s say
right off the bat that a higher functioning human functions with human thought, rather than a
human genetic drive which drives the human to behave as animal. That is the base polarization
right there. There it is. People need to understand that difference. So, here goes.
—————

! The animal behaves with four cardinal behaviours that most all animals exhibit. One, they
believe that magic is real. Two, they lie. Three, they steal. Four, they kill.

! That ability to function on a higher human thinking plane is what separates the
Conservative mind-set from the Liberal mind-et.

The human is the only animal that can break out
of those four animal behaviours by using the
human thinking brain not the animal thinking
brain which holds people in animal mode.

For instance, you are here in this country not because of a Conservative mind-set, but because of
a Liberal mind-set. The Conservatives reject immigration because they are functioning in the
animal brain taking care of themselves first, their families next, their friends third, and that’s it.
That is the Conservative genetic animal-based behaviour flow. That’s all around the idea that
kings and queens are the best mind-set. Kings and queen’s family inherit the kingdom. Kings and
queen’s friends inherit special privileges. Thus, the British knighthood system. Trump follows
that to the extreme. Canadian Conservative mind-set prizes the British Monarchy, that separation
between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’. That ‘keep the haves having what they are entitled too’
is evident.

It is very difficult to rise above the
animal within. We don’t deny that.

I don’t hate Trump. I first was exposed to him decades ago when he started building the Trump
Tower in Toronto and they started badgering me for money to buy in. When I investigated
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Trump, I found out he was a crook back then. I did not buy in. They belittled me for missing a
great opportunity. Boy was I right in rejecting them. Trump is still is a crook today. I don’t hate
him, but I know what his true nature is, and I don’t trust him for a second. He lies deliberately.
That will be his legacy, his penchant to lie about everything all the time.

! Conservatives function more in their animal genetically programmed brain.
! Liberals function more in their higher level human thinking brain.
! By higher level I mean the data comes more from the Pre-frontal cortex of the brain in

Liberals rather from the brain stem survival structures that Conservatives follow.

You’ll see this polarization worldwide in every country in the world, dictatorships, democracies,
every single kind of government. No one escapes it because no one escapes being human right?

The thing to remember, and keep in mind, is that you are here in Canada because of the Liberal
mind-set. Our ancestors left old style Europe and came to this part of the world to break out of
that old style thinking that ‘Kings are best’ mind-set, the do as you’re told mind-set, the way they
do in the army concept. That mind-set tries to train the minions to behave the way “we, the
intelligentsia” want them to behave. No freedoms here, keep them in order, keep them poor,
keep them paying taxes, lock them up. Maintain control. That is all Conservative mind-set.

That polarization is what drives the entire world, everywhere, all the time. There is no escaping it
because there is no way to not be human. The human is part animal and part higher human
thinking. We cannot, “not-be-that.” There is the doble negative to ponder on. How do you not
be human? Well, you can’t. You are what you are. BUT, you have a choice. Ah, the choice?

You are human like it or not, and that means you have a choice to follow your animal
(Conservative) brain, or follow your human (Liberal) brain. You will see many people
incorporate both structures; take care of ourselves FIRST, (Conservative), and take care of
others, (none friends) (Liberal) too at the same time. That “at the same time”, is what makes the
difference. Power mongers then step in launching MONEY as the motivator. And thus, we have
what we have today. It plays out in Vaccination vs Immunization as that video shows. So, I am
focussing on the Liberal ideologies at this time, the Self-Help services that are cost effective.

Fast commercial break now. Sorry, but this is how I am trying to lead people.
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!     Wellness

!It is Wellness that will save our elderly, not immunization.

!     It is Wellness that will prevent chronic disease.

!     It is Wellness that will deliver happiness.

!Wellness will make us great.

!     Wellness

https://WellnessRiskManagement.com

Making Wellness a Priority
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